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Sandwich recipes for dinner

1/48 Home taste I love home home! This sweet and savory recipe was created from the remnants of ingredients that I had in my fridge. It is ideal for a week's night meal or a special convenient bowl. — Rashanda Coppenes, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 2/48 This is a creamy grilled sandwich with a distinctive and delicious blend of ingredients.
The pickle slices add a little fun, and the barbecue sauce provides a hint of irresistible sweetness. — Henry Mojica, North Riverside, ILLINOis 3/48 Taste of the HomeMy family believes that these sandwiches are a pure paradise thanks to the May Cranberry Meteor. It's so good that they ask me to make it all year round — Judy Wilson,
Sun City West, Arizona 4/48 Taste homeThese sandwiches are always welcome at lunchtime around our house. Sweet pineapple and crunchy pecans are nice additions to a regular chicken salad. — Carol Alexander, Midland, MICHIGAN 6/48 Taste of Pork Salad is another tried and real recipe found in my grandmother's recipe box. I like
to see her handwriting on the faded notes. — Crystal Joe Bronze, Iliff, Colorado 7/48 HomeTry taste a new taste for open-faced tuna melt serving on corn bread! Our test kitchen developed this treatment that would be great for a quick lunch. 8/48 Taste home got inspired for this recipe when I knew my parents and the in-laws they were
coming to see our new home, Kerry Dorjean Cripps contributed from The New Market, Maryland. My wife's mother-in-law suffers from food allergies, my father-in-law has some very specific dietary preferences and my parents appreciate snacks. I made this chicken sandwich with fresh basil for our lunch. 9/48 Taste of Mom Homie Will
Make This Cuban Burger Recipe When We Visit her in Florida. They're taking on a real Cuban sandwich. My children love them - my children can eat two of these monsters in one sitting. - Marina Castle Kelly, Canyon Country, CA 10/48 Beef Taste HomeThese Sandwiches were a tradition in my family on winter holidays after a long day
of snowskiing, but they hit any time we make them. Delicious barbecue meat on croissants with melted provolone cheese makes sandwiches even more special. - Katie Anderson, Vancouver, Washington 11/48 Homekit tastes mostly when we eat in a restaurant, my husband will try something and tell me That I can make it better at home.
This is the case with this patty shrimp. It has very few shrimp and needs more flavor. I've made some improvements and now she's my husband's favorite. — Tina Jacobs, Herlock, Maryland 12/48 HomeI taste i love the California rolls I get in sushi restaurants and wanted to capture those flavors in a sandwich that could take to work. I
started with standard ingredients, added a few others, and came up with a hit. — Mary Pax Shipley, Bend, Oregon 13/48 Home taste for an incredible hot sandwich, slowly roasted pork in seasoned spiced citrus, then sliced a layer of meat with pickles, zippy mustard, ham and cheese. —Home Test Taste 14/48 HomeHere taste is an easy
way to dress up a regular roast beef sandwich. The Mediterranean-inspired spread lends arten while pear slices add a new flavor and texture. — Pat Dazs, Charlotte, North Carolina 15/48 HomeSince taste sour beef for these powerful sandwiches in a slow cooker, it's easy to fix a meal for a group of hunger. The delicious homemade
sauce assures me to come home with no leftovers. — Debbie Smith, Crosette, Arkansas 16/48 Taste home-style tandoori-style spices in this chicken give sour flavor very hard to resist. It tastes incredible tucked between a piece of nan, then grilled for panini inspired by India. — Yasmin Aref, Manassas, Virginia 17/48 Jazz taste to top
pork, I'm slow cooked with beer sauce. Cakes loaded with pork, pickles and mustard are irresistible. — Anne Sheehy, Lawrence, Massachusetts 18/48 Taste of Homey sister came up with these quick sandwiches that use chopped garlic and other spices to bring pizzazz to deli roast beef. Add some carrot sticks or tomato salad for a great
lunch in no time. — Maria Regakis, Somerville, Massachusetts 19/48 Taste of HomeNew residents tells me Reubens taste like those offered in the famous delis there. To kick a little less, you can leave from radish. — Patricia Kell, Elizabethtown, PA 20/48 Taste homecote tender chicken breast with seasoned breadcrumbs and throttle in
marinara sauce. Served on hoagie, it's real fun! — Sue Bosek, Whittier, CA 21/48 Taste of HomeMy next door neighbor shared this recipe with me, and I simply can't improve it! You can make it ahead and cook quickly when the company arrives. The narrative of poppy seeds, ham, cheese, radish and brown sugar makes it very tasty. —
Iris Weihemuller, Baxter, Minnesota 22/48 HomeBefore taste heading to work in the morning, you'll get this going in a slow cooker. Then it's all ready to serve - usually with hard rolls and potato salad or other salad, once my husband and I walk in. When my son moved to another country recently, I cut the roast beef in smaller parts,
repackaged it and sent spices to a slow cooker for two people as present at home. Lynn Williamson, Hayward, Wisconsin 23/48 HomeD taste during busy weeks, and I make these wrap up in advance for a quick lunch on the go. — Sue Sebson, Howard, South Carolina 24/48 HomeThThis Taste is one of those recipes that always come
back. Delicious tomato sauce and mildly marinated meatballs make a creamy sandwich filling, or can serve more pasta. I grill the first meatballs to brown them quickly. — Jean Glacken, Elkton, Maryland 25/48 And summer tastes abound in this easy Italian-style grilled cheese sandwich. Not only is it delicious, it's super fast, so you can get
back to those outdoor summer activities. — Sylvia Schmidt, Sun City, Arizona 26/48 HomeFor sandwich taste with pizzazz over traditional French dip, give this recipe a try. The Give the broth a wonderful flavor, and cook the meat until tender and juicy. This slow cooked version will soon be a favorite in your home, too. — Margaret McNeil,
Germantown, TN 27/48 Taste homeThy sandwich filling is very easy to prepare in a slow cooker, and goes even more in large and small gatherings. I often take it to butlux, and I always ask for my secret item. — Marylou LaRue, Freeland, MICHIGAN 28/48 Taste HomeI created this chicken sandwich recipe based on a meal i ordered my
daughter in a restaurant. She likes to dip her sandwich in extra mustard honey sauce. — Marilyn Moberg, Papillion, Nebraska 29/48 Taste of Primi Primo Pork is smoke, tender and tastes like it came from a joint barbecue. Without much help from me, he is basically the same. — Lauren Adamson, Layton, Utah 30/48 to create a more
grown-up grilled cheese sandwich, I threw in fresh goat cheese and arugula peppers. I enjoy a similar mix on pizza, and it worked here, too! — Jess Apfe, Berkeley, CA 31/48 Taste of Ciabatta Homerostatic Bread is the perfect match for tender roast beef, bold blue cheese and chiotle in this easy, delicious recipe. — Andre Houseknecht,
Feasterville, PA 32/ 48 Taste humverote and delicious, these diapers grab and go huge quick to assemble, easy to handle and low in calories. We often take them in the cooler to view local stocks and eat them in the stands. Everyone seems to love them! - Bobby Kiefer, Byers, Colorado 33/48 HomeCraving BLT Taste for Breakfast? Try a
different, delicious version featuring crisp bacon and fresh tomatoes between two golden corn flour waffles. Prepare the pancakes in advance and reheat them in a toaster for quick assembly. — Stacy Jura, Stoneboro, Pennsylvania. 34/48 When I was a kid, I wouldn't eat vegetables. As a parent, I try to include them in creative ways. I'm
proud to say that this eggplant sandwich is a hit with my son. — Missy Allen, Green Forest, Arkansas 35/48 HomeWith taste this recipe, two can enjoy something new and stylish in minutes. All you need to add is the ambiance of a bistro meal at home. — Karen Harris, Littleton, Colorado 36/48 My husband's taste of Homie is a big garlic
fan, so we use garlic breadcrumbs and garlic sauce for our baked chicken sandwiches, very comfortable on a cold day. — Bridget Snyder, Syracuse, NY 37/48 Taste Home One Bite and you'll be hooked on this little sweet turkey salad sandwich. It's protein packed so you can feel good while you're munch! — Mary Wilhelm, Sparta,
Wisconsin 38/48 Taste homeI'm a paramedic/firefighter, slow cooked recipes like this one suit my unpredictable schedule. My husband, my kids and a bunch of hungry people at the fire station love these powerful sandwiches that have a little zip code. - Chris Soihart, Perisburg, Ohio 39/48 HomeW taste supper when we have chicken for
dinner, and I cook extra for this full roll flavored pop-up. Featuring Caesar's salad sauce, Cheese, red pepper, black olives and a hint of garlic, wraps perfect together with corn on a cup and green green. - Christy Martin, Elco, NV 40/48 Taste homehos heresy wonderful little rolls are baked up to a slight toast and cheese melts. King's
remains in Hawaiian pork sliders keep really good in the fridge and they make a nice cool snack. My blog followers, houseofyumm.com, go nuts for these! - Seren Herrera, Dallas, TX 41/48 HomeI's taste has been part of the food services staff at Appalachian State University for 33 years. In one summer we created this delicious sandwich
that combines seasoned grilled chicken, Swiss cheese, fried mushrooms and onions. Thousands of students have enjoyed this wonderful sub since then. — Jane Holler, Velas, North Carolina 42/48 Taste of HomeMy Grilled Cheese Sandwich combines chicken with caramelized sweet onions, red peppers, Swiss cheese and fermented
dough bread. That's my God — Kadija Bridgewater, Boca Raton, FLA 43/48 Taste of The Bestrum House was adapted from a favorite menu at Primanti Bros. restaurant in Pittsburgh. We took the basic ingredients – grilled cold meats, cheese, french fries and tomatoes – and created a delicious replica that includes our version of The
Secret Coleslaw Topping. —Taste home test kitchen 44/48 HomeThis taste evolution on the classic robin keeps beef preserved and uses a sauce made from Swiss (and a lot of a thousand island flavor). A new law on top replaces sauerkraut. — Jenny Sharp, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 45/48 HomeOne taste of the favorite things to whip in the
kitchen is homemade yogurt biscuits. Simple sandwiches are a great way to view these desserts melt in your mouth. — Cindy Esposito, Bloomfield, NJ 46/48 HomeI Taste I think this is the best cashew chicken sandwich recipe around. It's good for you and quick to make, and has a wonderful flavor. — Peggi Kelly, Fairbury, Nebraska
47/48 taste of slow grilled huma chuck cooked in a delicious fat broth when shredded and spooned on rolls. I serve cooking juices in individual dipping cups. - Carla Kimble, Callaway, Nebraska 48/48 Taste home with four young children at home, I need a quick after filling meals. This favorite grilled chicken sandwich filling for the family is
cinch to make. For a spicy taste, eliminate ketchup and increase the amount of salsa to 1 cup. - Lechia Lewis, Kennewick, Washington Originally Published: 03 August 2020Reference to your recipes mailbox taste home is America's #1 cooking magazine. Magazine.
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